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Abstract
This paper deals with facility location problems with pos=neg weights in trees. We consider
two dierent objective functions which model two dierent ways to handle obnoxious facilities.
If we minimize the overall sum of the minimum weighted distances of the vertices from the
facilities, the optimal solution has nice combinatorial properties, e.g., vertex optimality. For the
pos=neg 2-median problem on a network with n vertices, these properties can be exploited to
derive an O(n2) algorithm for trees, an O(n log n) algorithm for stars and a linear algorithm for
paths. For the p-median problem with pos=neg weights on a path we give an O(pn2) algorithm.
If we minimize the overall sum of the weighted minimum distances of the vertices from the
facilities, we can show that there exists a nite set of O(n3) points in the tree which contains
the locations of facilities in an optimal solution. This leads to an O(n3) algorithm for nding
the optimum 2-medians in a tree. The complexity can be reduced to O(n2), if the medians are
restricted to vertices or if the tree is a path. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For the p-median problem we are given a connected network N = (V; E; c; w) with
vertex set V , edge set E and a length function c :E!R+, as well as a weight function
w : V ! R. We want to locate p facilities on edges or vertices of N so as to
minimize the overall sum of the weighted distance of the vertices to the respective
closest facility. In case that the weights on the demand points are positive, w : V !
R+, we obtain the classical well-studied p-median problem which has been object of
research since the early 60-s. The p-median problem is NP-hard, even if (V; E) is a
planar graph of maximum degree 3 as shown by Kariv and Hakimi [10]. The problem
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remains NP-hard in the Euclidean plane as shown by Papadimitriou [13]. Even to
approximate the problem within a constant factor turns out to be NP-hard in the case
of the Euclidean or rectilinear metric, as shown by Megiddo and Supowitz [11]. In
the case of trees the problem is polynomially solvable. Kariv and Hakimi [10] gave
an O(p2jV j2) algorithm for this special case of the problem. The time complexity was
improved to O(pjV j2) by Tamir [15]. For the case of p = 1 linear time algorithms
are designed by Hua et al. [9] and independently by Goldman [5]. If p = 2, the
problem can also be solved in linear time (O(jV j)) as shown by Auletta et al. [1]. For
more information and further literature pointers on the p-median problem the reader is
referred to the survey by Mirchandani [12] and the references therein.
If obnoxious facilities are considered, i.e., facilities which should be desirably lo-
cated far away from the clients, one obtains the so-called obnoxious facility location
problems. An obnoxious facility could be e.g., a nuclear plant, a military depot or
a garbage dump. During the last years location problems involving obnoxious facil-
ities have received an increasing interest. Church and Garnkel [3] introduced the
1-maxian problem where the goal was to locate one facility such that the overall sum
of the weighted distances of demand points to the facility is maximized. This prob-
lem can be solved in polynomial time in a general network. Church and Garnkel
[3] pointed out that a generalization of the 1-maxian problem to the case of p facil-
ities, p>2, is not straightforward. Without further requirements, an optimal solution
would locate all facilities at the same point. Tamir [14] has considered generalized
versions of the 1-maxian problem, the so-called p-maxisum and p-maximin problems.
In these location problems we want to keep the obnoxious facilities apart from each
other and not only far away from the clients. In the p-maximin problem we want to
maximize the overall minimum of the weighted distances of the type client-to-facility
or facility-to-facility. In the maxisum problem the goal is to maximize the overall sum
of the weighted distances mentioned above. In all problems mentioned up to now the
weights on the demand points (or vertices of the graph) are nonnegative.
Considering facilities which are obnoxious for a part of the clients would lead to
an even more general setting. One way to model such obnoxious facilities would be to
allow negative weights on the vertices of the graph and give negative weights to those
vertices for which the facilities to be located are obnoxious. The location problems
which arise in this setting are called pos=neg facility location problems throughout
the rest of this paper. Clearly, the general versions of these problems are NP-hard
because they contain the classical facility location problems (where all weights are
nonnegative) as special cases. Burkard and Krarup [2] have introduced the pos=neg
weighted 1-median problem on a network. This problem is more general than the
1-maxian problem: the latter can be obtained from the former as a special case where
all weights on the vertices are negative. The pos=neg 1-median problem on a cactus
can be solved in linear time as shown in [2]. If we consider the location of more than
one facility there are at least two meaningful objectives one could try to minimize:
either (1) the sum of the minimum weighted distances client-facility over all clients,
or (2) the sum of the weighted minimum distances of the type client-facility over all
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clients. In this paper we consider the pos=neg 2-median problem on a tree with the two
objective functions mentioned above. We show that both problems are polynomially
solvable and give an O(n2) algorithm in the case that the rst objective function is
considered and an O(n3) algorithm in the case that the second objective function is
considered. Faster algorithms are given in the case that the underlying network is a
special tree, e.g., a path, or a star.
2. Problem formulation and basic properties
Let N = (V; E; c; w) with jV j= n and V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng be a connected network as
in Section 1. A point in N is either a vertex v 2 V or an inner point of some edge
e 2 E. Let P(x; y) and d(x; y) denote the shortest path between two points x and y
in N and its length, respectively. Assume that p facilities are located at p points in
N . We identify each facility with its location and denote by Xp = fx1; x2; : : : ; xpg the
set of p facilities. The fact that xi 2 Xp, 16i6p, is a point in N will be denoted by
xi 2 N . Moreover, we write XpN in the case that xi 2 N , for all i, 16i6p. The
objective functions mentioned in the introduction are then given as follows:
F1(Xp) =
nX
i=1
min
16j6p
wi  d(vi; xj); (1)
F2(Xp) =
nX
i=1
wi min
16j6p
d(vi; xj): (2)
The corresponding p-median problems are:
(P1) Find a set X  of at most p points in N such that
F1(X ) = min
X  N
jX j6p
F1(X ):
(P2) Find a set X  of at most p points in N such that
F2(X ) = min
X  N
jX j6p
F2(X ):
Both problems P1 and P2 can be considered as extensions of the pos=neg 1-median
problem dened in [2]. For p=1 both objective functions F1 and F2 coincide with the
objective function considered in [2]. Note, moreover, that if all weights wi, 16i6n are
positive, then F1(X )=F2(X ) for all X and both problems are identical to the classical
p-median problem.
In order to classify the problems we use a scheme introduced by Hamacher and
Nickel [6]. According to this scheme problem (P1) will be referred to as pjN jwi 7
0jd(V; N )jP1. The rst eld of the notation shows the number of facilities, the second
eld shows that we have a problem on a network N , the third eld indicates that the
weights wi are arbitrary (no nonnegativity restrictions), the fourth eld shows the type
of the distance we use (in our case the distance between vertices and points in N
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is induced by the lengths c of the edges in the network), the fth eld indicates
that we have a sum objective function (i.e., a median problem) with the objective
function dened in (1). Analogously problem (P2) will be referred to as pjN jwi 7
0jd(V; N )jP2. Instead of N in the second eld we use T and P, if the underlying
network is a tree T or a path P, respectively. The fourth eld would be d(V; V ),
if the additional requirement that the medians are located at vertices of the network
is considered. Throughout the rest of the paper we will refer to dierent problems
according to that scheme.
As an application of problem (P1) we can consider a modied version of a bank
account location problem given by Cornuejols et al. [4]. Suppose a company has clients
in n dierent cities. We say that the client i has a positive weight if it will deposit
money to the company, and a negative weight if the company has to pay money to
the client. The time required to clear a check drawn on the bank in city j depends on
the city i in which the check is cashed. We denote as c(i; j) the time needed to make
the nancial transactions between cities i and j (we suppose the time to pay a check
and to collect a check is the same). The company wants to select a subset of p cities
where accounts are to be kept in order to maximize its prot by collecting the funds
as soon as possible and by delaying the payments as long as possible. This situation
can be modeled by the problem pjN jwi 7 0jd(V; N )j
P
1.
As an application of problem (P2) the location of obnoxious facilities such as nuclear
plants, military depots, etc. can be considered. Some of the existing facilities may have
positive weights, e.g. facilities representing depots of supply materials for the obnoxious
facilities. Clearly, the new facilities should be located as close as possible to such
existing facilities with positive weights. The other existing facilities (e.g. population
centers) may have negative weights. The new facilities should be located as far as
possible from these facilities.
A basic property of the classical p-median problem on a network with nonnegative
weights is the so-called vertex optimality property: there exists an optimal solution
which locates all facilities at vertices in V (see for example Mirchandani [12]). In the
case of arbitrary weights wi this property does not hold as shown in [2] in terms of
an example for the 1-median problem. However, if the underlying network is a tree
and we consider the objective function (1), vertex optimality property holds:
Proposition 2.1. The vertex optimality property holds for the problem pjT jwi 7
0jd(V; T )jP1 on a tree T.
Proof. Let the set X =fm1; m2; : : : ; mpg be an optimal solution to pjT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )jP
1 with the smallest number of non-vertices. If all mi, 16i6p, are vertices, then the
claim holds. Let now mk 2 X  be a non-vertex of the tree. Let (vr; vq) be the edge of
the tree containing mk . We denote by t the distance of mi from vr . Let Vk be the set
of vertices of V \served" by mk , i.e., the set of those vertices vi 2 V which fulll the
equality min16j6p wid(vi; mj) = wid(vi; mk). (We will use this terminology throughout
the rest of this paper.)
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Fig. 1. The vertex optimality property does not hold for problem P2.
Assume that mk can move along the edge (vr; vq) while the other medians are xed,
and consider the following function depending on mk
F 01(X
) =
X
vi2Vk
wi  d(vi; mk) +
X
vi2V−Vk
min
16j6p
j 6=k
wi  d(vi; mj):
As mk moves along (vr; vq) the distance d(vi; mk) is a linear function in t for any
vi 2 Vk . Hence F 01(X ) is linear in t as m moves along (vr; vq), and consequently, this
function takes its minimum if mk coincides with vr or with vq. Assume w.l.o.g. that
F 01 achieves its minimum if mk coincides with vr , and denote by ~X =X
 nfmkg[fvrg.
Clearly, F 01( ~X )6F
0
1(X
) = F1(X ). The denition of F1 implies that F1( ~X )6F 01( ~X ),
and hence, F1( ~X )6F1(X ). The last inequality implies that ~X is an optimal solution
of the considered p-median problem with strictly less non-vertices than X . But this
contradicts our assumption about X  being an optimal solution with minimum number
of non-vertices.
The following example shows that the vertex optimality property does not hold for
pjT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 even if p= 2 and T is a path.
Example 2.1. Consider the path represented in Fig. 1 with edge lengths as shown in
the gure. The pairs in the gure represent the vertices and their respective weights.
Due to the relatively large weight of vertex v1 one of the medians would coincide with
v1 in an optimal solution. Due to the relatively small weight of v2, an optimal solution
would locate the second median at a distance of at least 3 units from v2, i.e., at the
point m2 in the gure or to the right of it. As soon as the second median fullls this
condition, the contribution of vertex v2 in the objective function does not depend on
the position of the second median any more. So an optimal solution would choose for
the second median a location to the right of the point m2 or coinciding with it which is
optimal with respect to vertices v3 and v4. Obviously, there is only one such location
and it is given by the point m2 in the gure.
3. The problem P1 on trees
We consider the problem 2jT jwi70jd(V; T )j
P
1. A feasible solution consists of
two (not necessarily distinct) points m1 and m2 in T . Due to the monotonicity of
the objective function F1 with respect to set inclusion, there exists always an optimal
solution consisting of two distinct points m1 and m2. Therefore, we consider w.l.o.g.
only feasible solutions consisting of two distinct median points, any time we deal with
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problem P1. Denote by m a point in T such that m 2 P(m1; m2) and d(m1; m)=d(m2; m).
In the following we refer to m as the \midpoint" of m1 and m2. Let (a; b) be the edge
in P(m1; m2) that contains m. Assume w.l.o.g. that vertex a is on the path which joins
m1 and m. Moreover, if m is a vertex, we assume w.l.o.g. that it coincides with a.
Let Ta and Tb be the subtrees of T containing a and b, respectively, which are
obtained when the edge (a; b) is deleted. Since d(m1; vi)6d(m2; vi) and d(m1; vj)>
d(m2; vj) for any vertices vi 2 Ta and vj 2 Tb, it follows that all vertices with nonneg-
ative weights in Ta and all vertices with negative weights in Tb are served by m1. The
remaining vertices are served by m2. (If m = a assume w.l.o.g. that a and all other
vertices at the same distance from m1 and m2 are served by m1.)
Based on this observation, we can apply the so-called edge deletion method to
the problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1, similarly to the case of the classical 2-median
problem (see for example [12]). For every edge e= (a; b), construct two trees T 1e , T
2
e ,
which dier from the original tree only in the weights of their vertices. For the tree
T 1e the weights of its vertices are dened as
w1i =

wi if [(vi 2 Ta ^ wi>0) or (vi 2 Tb ^ wi60)];
0 if [(vi 2 Ta ^ wi < 0) or (vi 2 Tb ^ wi > 0)]:
For the tree T 2e the weights of its vertices are dened analogously:
w2i =

0 if [(vi 2 Ta ^ wi>0) or (vi 2 Tb ^ wi60)];
wi if [(vi 2 Ta ^ wi < 0) or (vi 2 Tb ^ wi > 0)]:
Then we solve the pos=neg 1-median for each of the trees T 1e and T
2
e by applying the
linear time algorithm of Burkard and Krarup [2]. The optimal solutions to these two
problems yield a feasible solution for 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1. An optimal solution
to the latter problem can be found among the pairs of optimal solutions of pos=neg
1-median problems obtained by the deletion of some edge (a; b) 2 E as described
above. Indeed, let fm1; m2g be an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1. Let
e = (a; b) be the edge that contains the midpoint of P(m1; m2). Then m1 will be an
optimal solution to 1jT 1e jwi 7 0jd(V; T 1e )j
P
1 and m2 will be an optimal solution
to 1jT 2e jwi 7 0jd(V; T 2e )j
P
1. This is true, since otherwise we could get a solution
to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1 with a smaller objective value than F1(m1; m2), as argued
below. Indeed, let m01 and m
0
2 be the optimal solutions to 1jT 1e jwi 7 0jd(V; T 1e )j
P
1 and
1jT 2e jwi 7 0jd(V; T 2e )j
P
1, respectively, and let f1 and f2 be the objective functions
of these two problems, respectively. Then the following inequalities would hold:
F1(m1; m2) = f1(m1) + f2(m2)>f1(m01) + f2(m
0
2)>F1(m
0
1; m
0
2):
Thus the solution fm01; m02g would yield a smaller value of the objective function
than the optimal value F1(m1; m2). Thus, an optimal solution to problem 2jT jwi 7
0jd(V; T )jP1 can be found among the pairs of optimal solutions of pos=neg 1-median
problems obtained by the deletion of some edge (a; b) 2 E. Since there are n − 1
possibilities to choose the edge to be deleted, we obtain an O(n2) algorithm.
Thus we have proved the following result.
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Theorem 3.1. The problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1; where T is a tree with n vertices,
can be solved in O(n2) time.
Let f1e (v) (f
2
e (v)) be the value of the objective function for the problem 1jT 1e jwi 7
0jd(V; T 1e )j
P
1 (1jT 2e jwi 7 0jd(V; T 1e )j
P
1) at the median v, where the trees T
1
e and T
2
e
are obtained from T through the deletion of the edge e=(a; b) as previously described.
Let p1e and p
2
e be given as follows:
p1e 2 argmin
v2Ta
f1e (v); p
2
e 2 argmin
v2Tb
f2e (v):
With Theorem 3.1 we have also proved the following result which is interesting on
its own.
Lemma 3.2. A pair of vertices (p1e0 ; p
2
e0 ) such that
f1e0 (p
1
e0 ) + f
2
e0 (p
2
e0 ) = mine2N
(f1e (p
1
e) + f
2
e (p
2
e))
is an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
1.
In the case of special trees like paths and so-called extended stars the time com-
plexity of the algorithm can be improved. We use an idea of Auletta et al. [1] to speed
up the computation of the two medians in every step by using informations obtained
during the previous steps of the algorithm.
3.1. A linear time algorithm for 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1 on a path
Let P be a path with n vertices v1, v2; : : : ; vn. For 16i6n, denote by T 1i , T
2
i the
trees T 1(vi ;vi+1), T
2
(vi ;vi+1) obtained as described above by the deletion of the edge (vi; vi+1).
Denote by f1i (v) (f
2
i (v)) the value of the objective function of the problem 1jT 1i jwi 7
0jd(V; T 1i )j
P
1 (1jT 2i jwi 7 0jd(V; T 1i )j
P
1) with median located at vertex v. Let g
1
i ,
g2i and p
1
i , p
2
i , 16i6n, be dened as follows:
g1i := min16j6i
f1i (vj); g
2
i := mini<j6n
f2i (vj);
p1i 2 argmin
16j6i
f1i (vj); p
2
i 2 argmin
i<j6n
f2i (vj):
Note that for all vertices vj of T 1i with positive weights we have j6i. Analogously,
for all vertices vj of T 2i with positive weights we have j> i. According to Lemma 3.2
the optimal value of the problem 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1 is given by
g1i0 + g
2
i0 = min16i6n−1
(g1i + g
2
i ) (3)
and fp1i0 ; p2i0g is an optimal solution. We exploit the special structure of the path to
compute the minimum in (3) in linear time. We introduce the following notations:
WL+(vi):=
X
f j:16j6i;wj>0g
wj;
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WL−(vi):=
X
f j:16j<i;wj<0g
wj;
WR+(vi):=
X
f j:i6j6n;wj>0g
wj;
WR−(vi):=
X
f j:i<j6n;wj<0g
wj:
The weights W (T 1i ) and W (T
2
i ) of the trees T
1
i and T
2
i , 16i6n− 1, are given by
W (T 1i ) =WL
+(vi) +WR−(vi); W (T 2i ) =WL
−(vi+1) +WR+(vi+1):
Next, we derive some properties of the functions f1i and f
2
i . We consider explicitly
only the functions f1i . Analogous results hold for the functions f
2
i .
Similarly as in Burkard and Krarup [2], for every two adjacent vertices vj; vj+1 with
j + 16i in the tree T 1i we have
f1i (vj) :=f
1
i (vj+1)− f1i (vj) =
0
@ jX
k=1
w1k −
nX
k=j+1
w1k
1
A c(vj; vj+1)
= (2 WL+(vj)−W (T 1i ))c(vj; vj+1): (4)
Now it is easy to see that the functions f1i (f
2
i ) have some nice monotonicity properties
as stated by the next two claims.
Claim 3.3. If there exists a pair (i0; j0) such that j0<i0 and f1i0 (vj0 )>0; then
f1i0 (vj)>0 for every j; j06j< i0. In other words; f
1
i0 (vj) has at most one local
minimum for 16j6i0.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from (4) and the fact that WL+(vj)>WL+(vj0 )
for any j such that j06j< i0.
Claim 3.4. If there exists a pair (i0; j0) such that j0<i0 and f1i0 (vj0 )60; then
f1i (vj0 )60 for every i> i0. In other words; the minimum of f
1
i (vj); 16j6i; lies to
the right of the minimum of f1i0 (vj); 16j6i0; for any i0<i.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from (4) and the fact that W (T 1i )>W (T
1
i0 ) for
every i> i0.
Based on Lemma 3.2 and Claims 3.3 and 3.4 we can derive the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3.1. 1. Compute WL+(v); WL−(v); WR+(v); WR−(v) for every vertex v in
the tree. (Step by step moving from left to right and from right to left.) Com-
pute d(v1; vi) for every i; 26i6n; and d(vn; vi) for every i; 16i6n − 1. Compute
f11(v1); f
2
n−1(vn).
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2. Compute g1i and nd p
1
i for every i; 16i6n− 1; by moving from left to right
and running procedure Left to Right.
3. Compute g2i and nd p
2
i for every i; 16i6n− 1; by moving from right to left
and running procedure Right To Left.
4. Compute g1i0 + g
2
i0 = min16i6n−1
(g1i + g
2
i ).
5. Output: fp1i0 ; p2i0g is an optimal solution of 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1.
We introduce below the procedure Left to Right. The Procedure Right To Left is
a completely analogous procedure to compute the values g2i and to determine the
points p2i . This procedure employs the functions f
2
i and decreases the index i in the
\for"-loop. Like in (4) we use the following notation: f1i (vk):=f
1
i (vk+1)−f1i (vk).
Procedure Left To Right
begin
i:=1; p11:=v1;
g11:=f
1
1(v1); k:=1;
for i:=2 to n− 1
f1i (vk):=f
1
i−1(vk) + d(vk ; vi)  jwij;
while ((f1i (vk)60) ^ (k < i))
f1i (vk+1):=f
1
i (vk) + f
1
i (vk);
k:=k + 1;
end while
p1i :=vk ;
g1i :=f
1
i (vk);
end for
end
By summarizing we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5. For a path P Algorithm 3:1 solves the problem 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1
in linear time with respect to the number of vertices.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 3:1 follows from Lemma 3.2 and Claims 3.3 and
3.4. In order to see the linear time complexity of the algorithm it is sucient to show
that the procedure Left To Right (Right To Left) runs in linear time. Indeed, assume
step i is being performed and let p1i−1 be the vertex where function f
1
i−1 achieves
its minimum. According to Claim 3.4 the minimum of f1i lies in the path joining
p1i−1 and vi. According to Claim 3.3 this minimum is the rst vertex vk in the path
mentioned above for which f1i (vk)> 0. Thus in the ith step we compute f
1
i (vs) (or
equivalently f1i (vs)) for all vertices vs between p
1
i−1 and vk . The sets of vertices
involved in these computations are disjoint in dierent steps of the algorithm. Thus
the overall amount of computations for all steps is at most one computation of the
corresponding  and one comparison per vertex. Once the preprocessing is completed
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(and this can be trivially done in linear time) the computation of each  takes a
constant time and this completes the proof.
3.2. An O(n log n) algorithm for 2jN jwi 7 0jd(V; N )j
P
1 on an extended star
An extended star is a tree which has only one vertex with degree larger than two.
Let N be an extended star with n vertices v1, v2; : : : ; vn and let v1 be the vertex
of degree larger than two. We present an O(n log n) time algorithm for the problem
2jN jwi 7 0jd(V; N )j
P
1 on an extended star.
We root the tree at vertex v1. For every vertex vi dierent from the root denote by
ei the edge that connects vi with its parent vj. Let us denote by T 1i (T
2
i ) and f
1
i (v)
(f2i (v)) the subtree T
1
ei (T
2
ei) and the function f
1
ei(v) (f
2
ei(v)), respectively, obtained as
described in Section 3.1 by the deletion of edge ei = (vi; vj). Let Ti be the subtree of
N rooted at vi and let Tci = T n Ti be the tree obtained from T by deleting vi and all
its successors.
We introduce the following notation:
g1i := minvk2Ti
f1i (vk); g
2
i := minvk2Tci
f2i (vk);
p1i 2 arg minvk2Ti f
1
i (vk); p
2
i 2 arg minvk2Tci
f2i (vk)
for any edge ei. Furthermore, we use the following notations for the positive and
negative weights of the subtrees rooted at vertex vi:
W−1 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Ti;wk<0g
wk;
W−2 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Tci ;wk<0g
wk;
W+1 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Ti;wk>0g
wk;
W+2 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Tci ;wk>0g
wk:
The costs of serving the \positive" or \negative" parts of the subtrees Ti and Tci by
vertex vi are given as follows:
SW−1 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Ti;wk<0g
wk  d(vi; vk);
SW−2 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Tci ;wk<0g
wk  d(vi; vk);
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SW+1 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Ti;wk>0g
wk  d(vi; vk);
SW+2 (i):=
X
fk:vk2Tci ;wk>0g
wk  d(vi; vk):
Consider the extended star N0 obtained from the original star N by changing the
weights of its vertices as follows:
w0i :=

wi if wi>0;
0 if wi < 0:
For any vertex vi 2 T dene the function
h(vi):=
nX
k=1
w0k  d(vi; vk) = SW+1 (i) + SW+2 (i):
In a preprocessing phase we compute W+1 (i), W
−
1 (i), W
+
2 (i), W
−
2 (i), SW
+
1 (i), SW
−
1 (i),
SW+2 (i), SW
−
2 (i) and h(vi) for all vertices vi of the tree. We compute also the distance
of every vertex from the root. Clearly, these computations can be performed in linear
time by scanning the tree bottom up and then top down.
The values g1i are computed by a procedure Bottom Up. This procedure deletes in
each step an edge of the tree and the edge deletion is done in a bottom up order.
When the algorithm proceeds from some leaf to the root along one branch of the
star the situation is very similar to what happens in the case of a path; the same
monotonicity properties described by Claims 3.3 and 3.4 apply. The initial g-value for
the leaf of a branch can be computed easily; so, if we are deleting edge ei = (vi; vj),
where vi is a leaf, then g1i =f
1
i (vi) = SW
−
2 (i). The values g
1
i for all vertices vi, i 6= 1,
of the considered branch can be computed analogously as in Left to Right. Then the
procedure continues with another branch and computes the value g1i starting from the
leaf, and so forth until all branches have been considered. Clearly, the computation of
the g-values for a branch can be done in a time which is linear in the number of the
vertices of the branch. Hence, the computation of all g-values takes linear time.
The values g2i are computed by a procedure which scans the tree in a top-bottom
order. This procedure starts by deleting an edge incident with the root in some branch
of the extended star and then continues by deleting further edges of this branch con-
sequently. After having processed the current branch, the procedures continue with
another branch which has not been processed yet again in a root-to-leaf order, until all
branches are processed. The values of function f2i (vk) are given as follows:
f2i (vk) = h(vk)− (W+1 (i)−W−1 (i))  d(vk ; vi)− SW+1 (i) + SW−1 (i)
= h(vk)− (W+1 (i)−W−1 (i))  d(vk ; v1)− (W+1 (i)−W−1 (i))  d(vi; v1)
−SW+1 (i) + SW−1 (i);
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for every vk 2 Tci and every edge ei. We denote by K(i) the following expres-
sion
(W+1 (i)−W−1 (i))  d(vi; v1) + SW+1 (i)− SW−1 (i);
which does not depend on vertex vk . With this notation we have
f2i (vk) = h(vk)− (W+1 (i)−W−1 (i))  d(vk ; v1)− K(i):
Recall that the values g2i are the minima of the functions f
2
i , respectively.
Consider the linear functions hk(x) dened as follows:
hk(x):=h(vk)− d(vk ; v1)  x
for every k, 16k6n. The minima of f2i are determined by the lower envelope of the
functions hk . To compute this lower envelope we apply an algorithm of Hershberger
and Suri [8] which maintains the dynamic intersection of half-planes. This is an o-line
algorithm and needs O(n log n) time to process a sequence of n insertions and deletions
of functions and queries. We can use the above algorithm to dynamically maintain the
lower envelope of linear functions under insertions and deletions of functions and
queries for the minimum.
Suppose we are deleting the edges of a branch Bl. For every edge ei=(vi; vj) in the
branch, where vj is the father of vi, we have to compute g2i and to determine p
2
i . The
next two lemmas give some characterizations concerning g2i and p
2
i .
Lemma 3.6. The vertex p2i lies in the branch Bl if and only if
f2i (v1)6 minfvk2VnBlg
f2i (vk): (5)
Proof. Clearly, if inequality (5) holds, then f2i takes its minimum either in v1 or in
some inner vertex of branch Bl. Hence, this direction of the lemma holds trivially.
Next, let us show that inequality (5) is fullled in the case that the minimum of f2i
is taken at p2i 2 Bl. If p2i =v1 the lemma is obviously true. Assume that p2i is dierent
from the root, p2i 6= v1.
Let vj be the parent of p2i . We have
f2i (p
2
i )− f2i (vj) = (2W+2 (p2i )−W (T 2i ))c(p2i ; vj): (6)
The inequality f2i (p
2
i )− f2i (vj)60 implies 2W+2 (p2i )−W (T 2i )60.
The following equality holds for every son vl of v1 such that vl 62 Bl:
f2i (v1)− f2i (vl) = (2W+1 (l)−W (T 2i ))c(v1; vl): (7)
The trivial inequality W+1 (l)6W
+
2 (p
2
i ) and equalities (6) and (7) imply f
2
i (v1)6
f2i (vl). Moreover, since W
+
1 (l) decreases as vl moves s the branch, f
2
i (vl) increases
as vl moves downwards the branch, and this completes the proof.
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Lemma 3.7. Given some vertex vi 2 Bl; assume that p2i lies on the branch Bl. Then
(a) For every successively deleted edge ej of branch Bl; f2j attains its minimum at
some vertex p2j 2 Bl.
(b) For all edges ej of Bl which are deleted after ei the values g2j and the vertices
p2j can be found in a time which is linear in the number of vertices in Bl.
Proof of (a). Let j be the successor of i in branch Bl. The following equality holds
for any vk 2 Tci :
f2j (vk) = f
2
i (vk) + d(vj; vk)jwjj:
If p2i 2 Bl, then we have f2i (v1)6f2i (vk) for all vk 2 T n BlTci according to
Lemma 3.6. It is easily seen that a similar inequality holds also for functions f2j :
f2j (v1) = f
2
i (v1) + d(vj; v1)jwjj
6f2i (vk) + d(vk ; vj)jwjj= f2j (vk) for all vk 2 VnBl:
According to Lemma 3.6 this implies p2j 2 Bl.
Proof of (b). It can be easily checked that in the case where i 2 Bl and p2i 2 Bl, the
functions f2i show the same monotonicity properties as the functions f
1
i in Claims 3.3
and 3.4. Thus, in this case the functions f2j have at most one local minimum each,
and the local minima p2j of f
2
j are successors of the local minimum p
2
i of f
2
i , for
any successor vj of vi in branch Bl. Consequently, in this case the values g2i and the
vertices p2i can be computed by a procedure Root To Leaf analogous to the procedure
Left To Right in Section 3.1. Analogously to Left To Right, Root To Leaf runs in a
time which is linear on the number of vertices of the branch.
Let us describe now how to proceed with the computation of g2i . Assume that we
are deleting edges of Bl, i.e., vi 2 Bl. First, compute the lower envelope of the linear
functions hk(x), 16k6n. Then delete all functions hk(x) such that vk 2 Bl n fv1g. If
edge ei = (vi; vj) is deleted we make a query for x =W+1 (i) +W
−
1 (i) in order to nd
the vertex where the minimum is obtained. If the minimum is achieved for any j0 such
that vj0 is dierent from the root then
g2i = hj0 (W
+
1 (i) +W
−
1 (i))− K(i) and p2i = vj0
and we proceed by deleting the next edge and making the appropriate query. If the
minimum is achieved at root v1, i.e., at h1(x), then according to Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7,
g2i is attained in the branch Bl and can be found later by applying a procedure similar
to that for a path as described in the proof of point (b) of Lemma 3.7. After deleting
all the edges of the branch Bl we reinsert all hj(x) such that vj 2 Bl nfv1g and proceed
similarly as above for the next branch in turn.
Summing up: in order to process all the edges of the star we need at most 3n
prespecied deletions, insertions and queries for the minimum. By using the algorithm
of Hershberger and Suri [8] this number of insertions, deletions and queries can be
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performed in O(n log n) time. Moreover, if for some deleted edge the minimum is
achieved at the root then we have to search for the minimum in the currently considered
branch, in the current step and all the following steps in that branch. As argued in
Lemma 3.7, these computations can be performed in a time which is linear on the
number of vertices of the branch. Thus it takes O(n log n) time to compute g2i and p
2
i ,
for all 26i6n.
Theorem 3.8. The problem 2jN jwi 7 0jd(V; N )j
P
1 is solvable in O(n log n) time if
N is an extended star with n vertices.
Proof. We already analyzed the time complexity of the algorithm described above.
The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from Lemmas 3.2, 3.6 and 3.7.
3.3. An O(pn2) algorithm for pjPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1 on a path
Consider now the pos=neg p-median problem pjPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1 on a path
P = (V; E; c; w). Let us suppose that V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng, where v1, vn are leaves and
there is an edge (vi; vi+1) for any i, 16i6n− 1. We introduce an order relation \lies
to the left" dened as follows: vi lies to the left of vj, if and only if i6j.
Assume that X  = fx1; x2; : : : ; xpgV is an optimal solution to pjPjwi 7
0jd(V; P)jP1. Moreover, assume that x1 is the leftmost median and xp is the rightmost
median according to the above order relation. Clearly, in this case the vertices with
negative weights are served by x1 or by xp. Moreover, X  is an optimal solution of the
p-median problem in P with respect to vertices with positive weights, under the addi-
tional requirement that the leftmost median is xed at x1 and the rightmost median is
xed as xp.
The above observation leads to the following algorithm for the p-median problem
pjPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1.
Consider the path P0 obtained from the original path P by changing the weights of
the vertices in the following way:
w0i =

wi if wi>0;
0 if wi < 0:
For every two vertices vj, vk we solve the p-median problem for paths P0 with the
additional condition that vj and vk are the leftmost and rightmost median, respectively.
By adding the cost of serving the vertices with negative weights we obtain the value of
the objective function of the corresponding solution for the original problem pjPjwi 7
0jd(V; P)jP1. The minimum of these objective function values taken over all possible
pairs (vj; vk), j<k, is the optimal value of the objective function for the original
problem.
We introduce the following notations:
Gq(j; k):= min
jX j6q−1
j6t<k
 
tX
i=j
w0i d(vi; X ) +
nX
i=t+1
w0i d(vi; vk)
!
for 16q6p
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and
Fq(j; k) := min
jX j6q−2
j6t1<t2<k 
t1X
i=j
w0i d(vi; vj) +
t2X
i=t1+1
w0i d(vi; X ) +
nX
i=t2+1
w0i d(vi; vk)
!
(8)
for 26q6p, and for any pair (j; k), j<k, j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Gq(j; k) and Fq(j; k) can be computed recursively as follows:
Gq(j; k) = min
j6t6k
 
tX
i=j
w0i d(vi; vt) + F
q(t; k)
!
;
Fq(j; k) = min
j6t6k
 
tX
i=j
w0i d(vi; vj) + G
q−1(t; k)
!
with starting values given by
G1(j; k) =
nX
i=j
wi0  d(vi; vk):
If q= p and X is the set which minimizes the expression in the right-hand side of
(8), then X [ fvj; vkg is an optimal solution to the p-median problem on P0 with
the additional requirement that vj and vk are the leftmost and rightmost medians,
respectively.
The optimal value of the objective function of the original p-median problem is then
given as follows:
min
f( j; k):j<kg
0
@Fp(j; k) + X
fvi :wi<0g
minfwi  d(vi; vj); wi
d(vi; vk)g+
j−1X
i=1
w0i  d(vi; vj)
!
: (9)
The optimal solution is the corresponding X [ fvj0 ; vk0g, where the minimum in (9) is
attained at some pair (j0; k0) .
For every xed k, the functions Gq(j; k), Fq(j; k) are similar to the functions used in
Hassin and Tamir [7] to solve the p-median problem on a path. By using the algorithm
of Hassin and Tamir [7], the values Gq(j; k) and Fq(j; k), for q6p, 16j6k, can be
computed in O(pn) time. Consequently, the values Gq(j; k) and Fq(j; k), for q6p,
16j6k, 16k6n, can be computed in O(pn2) time.
Once Fp(j; k); j < k; j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n, have been computed, the minimum in (9)
can be computed in O(n2) time. To this end we perform a preprocessing similar to
that of Section 3 and compute W−1 (i); W
−
2 (i); SW
−
1 (i); SW
−
2 (i) and SW
+
1 (i) for any
vertex vi. Clearly, this can be done in linear time. Next, for any pair of vertices
(vj; vk); j < k, the edge that contains their midpoint is determined. This can be done
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in O(n2) time even in the case of a general tree, as shown in Section 4. After the
preprocessing described above, the second and third term in the right-hand side of (9)
can be computed in constant time, for any pair (j; k); j < k; j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
We arrive thus at the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. The pos=neg p-median problem pjPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
1 can be solved
in O(pn2) time; if P is a path with n vertices.
4. The problem P2 on trees
We consider now the problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2, where T is a tree. Note
that the two medians can coincide and moreover, there are instances where no optimal
solution consists of two distinct medians. Consider for example an instance of the
problem, where all vertices have negative weights. The optimal solution of problem
2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 would consist of only one point where both medians should be
located. In the case that 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 has an optimal solution consisting of
two dierent median points, the algorithm presented in this section produces an optimal
solution. One should run the algorithm of Burkard and Krarup [2] to obtain the optimal
solution consisting of only one median point. The objective function values produced
by these two algorithms should be compared in order to get an optimal solution to
2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 for an arbitrary input. In the following we assume w.l.o.g. the
existence of an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 consisting of two distinct
median points.
As mentioned in Section 2 the vertex optimality does not hold for 2-median problems
with objective function (2). Moreover, it is not dicult to see that the edge deletion
method does not work (see Example 2.1). The optimal solution shows, however, some
combinatorial properties which allow us to identify a nite set of points in T which
contains the locations of the median points of some optimal solution.
Lemma 4.1. If T is a tree; there exists an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2
such that at least one of the two medians is located at a vertex of T.
Proof. Let us suppose that fm1; m2g is an optimal solution for the problem 2jT jwi 7
0jd(V; T )jP2 on tree T . If m1 or m2 is a vertex of the tree then the statement holds.
Let us suppose that m1 is an inner point of an edge (vr; vq) such that vq lies on the path
between m1 and m2, and m2 is an inner point of an edge (vs; vt) such that vs lies on
the path between m2 and m1. If m1 and m2 are inner points of the same edge (vi; vj),
then they can be replaced by vi and vj without increasing the objective function value.
Indeed, assume that m1 is between vi and m2. Note that we have assumed m1 6= m2.
The sum of the weights of vertices that m1 (m2) serves is zero, since otherwise we
could move m1 (m2) with a small enough , such that the objective function value is
decreased. The direction, in which m1 (m2) is moved depends on the sign of the sum
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of the weights of vertices served by m1 (m2). Since the sum of weights for the vertices
served by m1 (m2) is zero, m1 (m2) can be replaced by vi (vj) without changing the
objective function value.
Suppose now that the edges (vr; vq); (vs; vt) are dierent. Let m be the midpoint
of the path P(m1; m2) and let (a; b) be the edge which contains m. We assume that
(a; b) does not coincide with any of the edges (vr; vq); (vs; vt). The case where (a; b)
coincides with (vr; vq) or (vs; vt) can be handled similarly. Moreover, assume w.l.o.g.
that a lies on the path joining m1 and m. If m is a vertex, then we assume w.l.o.g.
that m coincides with a.
Let Ta; Tb be the subtrees of T obtained when edge (a; b) is deleted such that a 2 Ta
and b 2 Tb. Clearly, for any x 2 Ta; d(x; a)6d(x; b), and hence, the vertices of Ta are
served by m1. Analogously, the vertices of Tb are served by m2. Let Tvr ; Tvq be the
subtrees of Ta obtained when edge (vr; vq) is deleted such that vr 2 Tvr and vq 2 Tvq .
Similarly, we introduce the trees Tvs and Tvt obtained as subtrees of Tb when edge
(vs; vt) is deleted. Let W (Tvr ); W (Tvq); W (Tvs); W (Tvt ) be the weights of the subtrees
Tvr ; Tvq ; Tvs , Tvt , respectively. We introduce the following notations:
D1:=W (Tvr )−W (Tvq); D2:=W (Tvs)−W (Tvt ):
As mentioned in the proof of Proposition 2.1, the objective function of the 1-median
problem restricted on a xed edge of the tree is a linear function. Thus, if we move
m1 along (vr; vq) the objective function f1 of the problem 1jTajwi 7 0jd(V; Ta)j
P
2
is linear in t, where t is the distance between m1 and vr . Analogously, as m2 moves
along (vs; vt), the objective function f2 of the problem 1jTbjwi 7 0jd(V; Tb)j
P
2 is
linear in u, where u is the distance between m2 and vs. More precisely we have
f1(m1) = D1t + C1; f2(m2) = D2u+ C2;
where C1 and C2 do not depend on t and u, respectively.
It cannot happen that D1< 0, because otherwise we could move m1 in the direction
of vq, with a small enough  such that the midpoint of the new median m01 and m2
remains in (a; b) (ensuring that the partition of the vertices of the tree according to the
medians they are served by does not change). In this case we would obtain
F1(m01; m2) =f1(m
0
1) + f2(m2) = f1(m1) + D1+ f2(m2)
= F(m1; m2) + D1<F(m1; m2) ;
contrary to the fact that fm1; m2g is an optimal solution of the considered 2-median
problem. Similarly, it cannot happen that D2< 0, because otherwise we could move
m2 in the direction of vt , with a small enough  such that the midpoint of the new
median m02 and m1 remains in (a; b). This would imply F1(m1; m
0
2)<F1(m1; m2)+D2
which contradicts the assumption that fm1; m2g is an optimal solution.
Moreover, it cannot happen that D1 6= D2. Let us assume, for example, that D1>D2
(the symmetric case D2>D1 can be treated similarly). Let us move m1 to m01 in the
direction of vr and m2 to m02 in the direction of vt with a small enough  such that
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it is ensured that they remain on the same edges and their midpoint still lies on edge
(a; b). Clearly, the following equality holds:
F1(m01; m
0
2) = F1(m1; m2) + (D2 − D1)<F(m1; m2);
which contradicts the assumption that fm1; m2g is an optimal solution of the considered
2-median problem.
Thus, D1 = D2>0. But in this case we can move m1 in the direction of vr and m2
in the direction of vt , until m1 reaches vr or m2 reaches vt . Then, the midpoint of the
new medians is still m and this guarantees that the partition of the vertices of the tree
according to the medians they are served by does not change. Clearly, the following
equality holds
F1(m01; m
0
2) = F1(m1; m2) + (D2 − D1)  = F1(m1; m2):
Thus, fm01; m02) is an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 such that one of the
medians coincides with a vertex of the tree.
Lemma 4.2. If no optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 on a tree T contains
two vertices of the tree; then there exists an optimal solution fm1; m2g with midpoint
m such that m1 2 V; m2 62 V and m 2 V .
Proof. Let fm1; m2g be an optimal solution of the considered 2-median problem, where
m1 is a vertex of T . According to Lemma 4.1 such a solution exists.
We use a similar notation as in the previous lemma. Suppose that m2 is an inner
point of an edge (vs; vt). Let (a; b) be the edge containing the midpoint m of m1 and
m2 in T . We assume that neither m1 nor m2 lies in (a; b). (The case where m1 or
m2 lies in (a; b) can be handled similarly). Consider D2:=W (Tvs) − W (Tvt ). Clearly,
D2>0, because if D2< 0, we could then move m2 in the direction of vt with a small
enough , and similarly as in the previous lemma, this would decrease the objective
function beyond its optimal value.
Assume now that D2> 0. Then m coincides with vertex a of the tree, because
otherwise we could move m2 with a small enough  in the direction of vs (such that
the midpoint of the two medians keeps lying on the same edge) and decrease in this
way the objective function beyond its optimal value.
If D2 = 0 then we can move m2 in the direction of vs until d(m1; a) = d(a; m02),
where m02 is the new position of the median. Indeed, moving m2 along (vs; vt) does not
change the objective function of the considered problem, as long as the midpoint of
m1 and the current m02 keeps lying on the same edge (a; b) as the midpoint of m1 and
m2. Thus, while moving m2 along (vs; vt) in the direction of vs, either the midpoint of
m1 and m02 will coincide with vertex a or m
0
2 will reach vs. The latter cannot happen
because then we would have an optimal solution of the given problem where both
medians coincide with vertices of the tree, a contradiction to the assumption of the
lemma.
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Let us discuss now the problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; V )j
P
2, namely the classical
pos=neg 2-median problem on a tree T with the additional requirement that the medians
are located at vertices of the tree.
Root the tree at an arbitrary vertex. For every vertex vi, let Tvi be the subtree of
T rooted at the vertex vi and let Tcvi be the tree TnTvi . Denote the weights of Tvi and
Tcvi by W (Tvi) and W (T
c
vi), respectively. We introduce two functions f1 and f2 as
follows:
f1(vi):=
X
vk2Tvi
wk  d(vi; vk); f2(vi) =
X
vk2Tcvi
wk  d(vi; vk):
The values W (Tvi), W (T
c
vi); f1(vi) and f2(vi); vi 2 V , can be computed in linear
time by using an algorithm that scans the vertices of the tree rst in a Leaf To Root
order and then in a Root To Leaf order, similarly as in Section 3.1.
Next, we solve the following problem: \Find the edge which contains the mid-
point mkl of vk ; vl (d(vk ; mkl) = d(mkl; vl)) for any two vertices vk ; vl 2 V ". For every
vertex vi denote by L+i the increasingly sorted sequence of distances of vi to all ver-
tices in the tree Tvi . Denote by L
−
i the increasingly sorted sequence of the distances
of vi to all vertices of Tcvi . As in Tamir [15] for all vertices of the tree the above
sequences can be computed by scanning the tree from the leaves to the root and
from the root to the leaves. Thus L+i , L
−
i , for all vi 2 V , can be computed in O(n2)
time.
Now for every edge of the tree we nd the pairs of vertices that have their mid-
point in this edge. Let (vi; vj) be an edge of the tree such that vj is the parent of
vi. Let fvi1 ; vi2 ; : : : ; vikg and fvj1 ; vj2 ; : : : ; vjlg be the corresponding sequences of vertices
for L+i and L
−
j , respectively. Compare the distances d(vi1 ) and d(vj1 ) + d(vi; vj). If
d(vi1 )>d(vj1 ) + d(vi; vj), then we remove vj1 from the sequence L
−
j because there
is no vertex vk 2 Tvi such that the midpoint of vj1 and vk lies on edge (vi; vj). If
d(vj1 )>d(vi1 ) + d(vi; vj) then we remove vi1 from the collection. Otherwise the edge
(vi; vj) will contain the midpoint of the vertices vi1 and vj1 . Continue this test with
the remaining vertices. In each step we check the inequalities listed above and either
nd a new pair of vertices whose midpoint lies on (vi; vj) or delete a vertex from
one of the sequences L+i ; L
−
j . Let k be the number of pairs of vertices whose mid-
points lie on (vi; vj). Since L+i and L
−
j have no more than n vertices altogether, it takes
O(n+ k) time to nd all pairs of vertices with midpoints lying on (vi; vj). By applying
the above procedure for every edge of the tree, we can determine the edge containing
the midpoint of any pair of vertices. Since the number of pairs of vertices is O(n2), the
total number of midpoints is O(n2) as well. Thus, the time needed to determine the
corresponding edge for all midpoints is O(n2).
Once the edge containing the midpoint for any pair of vertices has been determined,
the values F2(vi; vj) for some vertices vi; vj can be computed in constant time. Let
(a; b) be the edge that contains the midpoint mij of vi and vj. Suppose w.l.o.g that b
is the parent of a and that a lies on the path joining vi and b. Then the following
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equality holds:
F2(vi; vj) =f1(vi) + f2(vi)− (f2(a) +W (Tca )  d(vi; a))
+f1(vj) + f2(vj)− (f1(a) +W (Ta)  d(a; vj)):
We compute F2(vi; vj) for all pairs of vertices of the tree and nd then a pair for which
F2 attains its minimum value. Clearly, this take O(n2) time. Summarizing we get the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. The problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; V )j
P
2 can be solved in O(n
2) time on
a tree T with n vertices.
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 imply that there is a nite set of points of cardinality O(n3) in T
which surely contains the locations of the optimal medians for the problem 2jT jwi 7
0jd(V; T )jP2. For a vertex vi there exists at most O(n) points m in T such that
d(vi; vk) = d(vk ; m), where vk is a vertex of the tree. Thus, for a xed vertex vi there
exist O(n2) candidate pairs fvi; mg for an optimal solution to 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2
and these candidate pairs can be found in O(n2) time. Similarly as in the case of
problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; V )j
P
2 we can compute F2(vj; m) for a vertex vj and a
nonvertex point m in constant time. Thus we obtain:
Theorem 4.4. The problem 2jT jwi 7 0jd(V; T )j
P
2 can be solved in O(n
3) time on
a tree T with n vertices.
In the case of a path P, for every vertex vi there exist at most O(n) candidate pairs
fvi; mg for an optimal solution to 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
2 and these candidate pairs
can be found in at most O(n) time. Thus, in this case the cardinality of the set of
points containing some optimal solution, can be reduced to O(n2).
Theorem 4.5. The problem 2jPjwi 7 0jd(V; P)j
P
2 can be solved in O(n
2) time on
a path P with n vertices.
5. Conclusions
We consider the pos=neg 2-median problem on a tree with two dierent objec-
tive functions. The rst objective function F1 is given as the sum of the minima of
the weighted distances between vertices of the tree and facilities (i.e. median points).
The second objective function F2 is given as the sum of the weighted minima of the
distances between vertices of the tree and facilities (i.e. median points). We show that
the pos=neg 2-median problem on a tree can be solved in polynomial time for both
objective functions: in O(n2) time and in O(n3) time for objective function F1 and F2,
respectively. The time complexity of the polynomial time algorithms for an arbitrary
tree can be improved in the case that the tree has a special combinatorial structure,
e.g. it is an extended star or a path.
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It is an open question whether the time complexity of O(n3) can be improved in the
case of arbitrary trees with objective function F2. Also the pos=neg p-median problem
on a tree remains an interesting question for further research. Another topic of interest
concerns pos=neg median problems on other classes of graphs, e.g. cycles and cacti.
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